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Why Interest Rates Won’t Rise 
 With the Federal Reserve ending their quantitative easing program this October, the common    

belief is “interest rates have nowhere to go but up.” Through monitoring the global economic and         

financial environment, the fundamentals continue to confirm that long-term interest rates will not rise. 

Short-term interest rates (duration 2 years and under) are largely determined by central banks, long-term 

interest rates (10 years and over) are market driven by investors and the demand for credit.  At the         

beginning of 2014, the 10-year interest rate was 3% and the consensus forecast of the 66 most senior 

economists was for it to rise to 3.44% by year end1. Instead of following wall-street consensus, it is       

important to analyze how higher long-term interest rates will affect the economy. With thorough research, 

it is quite clear that the financial and economic systems cannot support higher long-term interest rates.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Higher interest rates would slow economic activity 

Since the 2008 financial crisis, real economic growth has averaged less than 2%. It is important to 

note that this growth has been largely supported by the Federal Government running large fiscal deficits 

(an average deficit of $1.2 trillion, over 7% of GDP2). The slowdown in economic growth is partially due 

to households taking on massive amounts of debt from 2000 to 2007. The “leverage ratio”, total       

household debt to total income, peaked just below 2.25 in 2009. Through defaults and deleveraging this 

ratio has dropped to 1.8, still far above historical average3. Falling interest rates have helped household 

debt service payments, as a percent of disposable income, to decline (12% in 2000 to 10% in 2014)      

despite higher debt levels and lower real wages4.  Government transfer payments have also aided the debt 

to income ratio, increasing from 14.6% of disposable income in 2000 to 19.3% in 2014, which amounts to 

$2.5 trillion per year. Rising interest rates would slow economic activity as consumer spending represents 

70% of the economy. Historically, when interest rates rise, loan demand decreases as it becomes more  

expensive to borrow resulting in less consumption. In the beginning of 2014 the 10-year U.S. treasury was 

yielding 3% and the result was an economic contraction of 2.1% (on an annualized basis). Higher interest 

rates exposed the over indebtedness combined with the lack of real wage growth. Until household debt 

levels fall much further and/or there is sustained wage growth, the economy will be unable to absorb   

higher interest rates.  
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“How could Wall Street economists have been so wrong?  On January 1st the consensus forecast of 
the 66 most senior economists for the year end 10-year US Treasury yield was 3.44%. At the time, 
10 year Treasury yields were hovering around 3%, their highest level in almost three years. Since 
then the benchmark interest rate has declined as low at 2.34% last week, Treasury bonds have 
outperformed practically all major asset classes in 2014.” - Forbes 

http://www.forbes.com/wall-street/


Governments around the world would go bankrupt 

 In 2013 the United States government paid $221 billion in interest expense, which was 8% of tax 

receipts. With mandatory spending programs such as social security and health care continuing to rise, 

federal government deficits are projected to run at 3.2% of GDP through 2024. From 2015-2024 revenues 

are projected at $40.5 trillion with  expected expenses at $48.1 trillion.5 The CBO projects that by 2024 

interest expense will reach $876 billion as the debt held by the public reaches $20.9 trillion to cover     

unfunded liabilities. This takes into account interest rates rising over time. However, this is also            

dependent upon GDP constantly increasing at a rate of 3% with no recessions. With an annual growth rate 

of only 1.7% over the past 10 years and the average period of economic expansion 5.5 years, these       

projections ignore economic reality. Even in the CBO’s “overly optimistic” scenario, interest expense as 

percent of the total expenses will reach 3.3%, a level not seen since WWII. When growth is below         

estimates, the government will be forced to increase taxes and/or decrease spending, both of which will 

slow economy activity further. Austerity measures in a slow growth environment will create a prolonged 

recession similar to the current situation in Greece.  Although the situation is less than ideal in the United 

States, the condition in Japan is beyond repair. Their 10-year interest rate has briefly gone below 0.5% as 

they continue to try to solve their debt problem with more debt. The result has been a 411% debt to GDP 

ratio! An interest rate rise would make them unable to pay their creditors. Many countries in Europe 

aren’t far behind Japan, not to mention several municipalities in the United States. Detroit and several   

other cities around the nation have already gone bankrupt. Higher borrowing costs would expose the fiscal 

irresponsibly of cities around the nation, especially in California. Another potential Federal Government 

obligation is GSE debt that is insured by the Federal Government. Government guarantees of student 

loans, auto loans, mortgages and backing debts of AIG and the auto industry amounts to nearly 50 percent 

of GDP.6 Defaults that are insured by the government will put added strain on their financial situation.  

 

Bank profitability depends on low interest rates 

 Higher interest rates enable banks to get a greater return on the capital that they lend. The problem 

is that higher interest rates would cause the demand for loans and leases to drop. Total loans and leases 

are still below pre-crisis levels. Student loans, subprime auto loans and credit cards (offering 0% interest 

for up to 24-months) represent the only areas of growth which aren’t sustainable. Additionally, the     

housing market still hasn’t recovered, with 1-4 family residential real estate at nearly 80% of its peak. 

With interest rates declining, the result has been bank interest revenue declining 38% from Q3 2007.7 

During this same time period net interest income has increased by 15% because the FDIC insured banks 

have decreased their interest expense (amount paid to depositors) by 88% or $315 billion annually. If    

interest rates were to elevate, the banks interest expense would increase. With weak loan demand at      

current levels, interest revenue would likely continue to decline. Another consideration is that 4.56% of 

all loans are currently more than 30 days late on their payments. This is more than double pre-recession     

levels of 1.72% from 2004-2006. Higher interest rates would lead to higher non-performing loans causing 

banks to put more reserves aside for losses. Recently, decreasing the amount of reserves for loan losses 

has helps the banks to appear more profitable. Rising interest rates would expose the fragility of the    

banking sector. 
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Deflation Causes Real Rates to Rise 

 When calculating interest, it’s important to understand that the real rate of return is what matters for 

lenders and debtors. The calculation is the real rate equals the nominal interest rate minus the rate of       

inflation. Suppose that the nominal interest rate is 10%, while the inflation rate is 11%. The result would be 

a real interest rate of -1% even though your dollar return is 10%. Those dollars now have 11% less         

purchasing power. In July of 2009, we experienced -1.2% inflation (deflation) and a 10-year interest rate of 

3.5%.8 The real interest rate was 4.7% because the dollars received were more valuable than the year      

before.  

 

There are multiple factors that can lead to deflation: 

 

Technology leads to deflation because it enables goods and services to be produced more cheaply 

through automation. With lower production costs firms are able to drop costs in an attempt to gain market 

and remain profitable. This also results in fewer jobs and/or lower wages, this is somewhat offset for the 

consumer by lower prices.  

 

Globalization also leads to deflation through adding competition, which drives down prices. Firms are 

able to produce goods in places where the cost of wages, taxes and other production costs are cheaper. 

Since the world has become a global marketplace, the value of specific currencies also plays a role in the 

inflation/deflation situation.  In the past three months the dollar has been strengthening against most other 

major currencies (Euro exchange rate has fallen by nearly 8%). This is deflationary in the United States  

because costs of imports are less and domestic firms are forced to lower prices to remain competitive.  

 

The unprecedented amount of unproductive debt being used for consumption also leads to deflation as 

consumers are taking away from future consumption in order to make purchases today. All of these factors 

are exacerbated by aging demographics and slowing population growth in the developed world. These    

important trends have resulted in the Fed unable to reach their goal of 2% inflation despite unprecedented 

policy. When the fundamentals prove more powerful than temporary policy “fixes” the real interest rate 

will increase through deflation. This will cause greater demand for investors to hold U.S. Treasuries.  
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